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Nowadays  we  see  the  development  of  biotechnology  as  the  possibility  to  overthrow 
physical and temporal limits of human body finiteness. The life cycle ruling over Humanity 
has been changing in stages and speed and the man will be forced to legitimate it as to his 
own identity as individual and to the collective consciousness as member of society. 

The function which used to express the human life cycle as the dependence between the 
biologic development of a person (the domain) and time ( codomain) has been changing 
and actually drawing itself at the same time biotechnology takes a step forward (see pic.1# 
biological  life  cycle,  2#  bioengineered life  cycle  and 3# biologic  life  cycle  in  cartesian 
system). We are not so aware of the meaning of the curves this function generates and 
what they could mean in a future scenario.

Biotechnology redifines what we are used to think as human limits, like birth and death, as 
new possibilities of being in the world as living organisms. Thanks to the transmissions of 
genes into other biologic creatures our transfiguration would be allowed while the implant 
of dead organisms genes into a living one opens the possibility of resurrection (see pic. 4# 
the  4  quadrans  in  bioengineered  life  cycle  and  5#  the  cartesian  system  of  the 
bioengineered life cycle)

I believe that if we look at biotechnology with a human prospective, we may recognize in it 
the experience of the sacred. 

I wonder whether the faith in this scientific development is going to replace the traditional 
religions and if a new lay, human, horizontal religiosity is emerging.
Are we assisting to the birth of a religious faith from a biotechnologic process?
Which kind of society would emerge from this religion that I call here Biotechnogiosity?
Which kind of behaviour would raise among people?
Which religious rituals would be practised?
Which ethics we would embrace? 
How we would look at scientists?

My aim is to show the future scenario of Biotechnogiosity and how the different characters 
involved would perform in the future einvironment, like common people on one hand and 
scientists on the other one. By documenting both lab experiments and religious rituals I 
wish to find those common features that would allow the evolution of human spirituality into 
a biotechnologic context. I would like to end my research doing experiments in front of an 
audience similar to performing a collective religious ritual and ask for a feedback about the 
experience of the biotechnologic sacred.

My network of experts involves institute of biotechnology and research centres of bioart, 
such as SymbioticA , in Australia (  http://www.symbiotica.uwa.edu.au/), and Tags, in The 
Netherlands (http://www.artsgenomics.org/).

http://www.symbiotica.uwa.edu.au/
http://www.artsgenomics.org/


The relevance of this project mainly consists of looking at new technologies with a different 
approach from a scientific one, debating them from a human point of view. And from this 
debate,  I  feel  that  we could be better  able to generate a system of values that  could 
answer to current bioethical issues.

The work references for this research are Fiona Raby, Elio Caccavale, Tobie Kerridge, 
Michael Burton, Adam Zaretsky.

 


